Welcome to all your family!
Many of our team members are dog owners too!
So, you can trust us on this: we know that being able to
bring our four legged friends along with us makes for
happier nights away from home for all.
With this in mind, we have done everything we can to
ensure that we can welcome and look after all of the
members of your family and in order to ensure that
everybody enjoys their time with us; we’ll just ask you to be
considerate to all and to observe a few (polite) requests.
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All of our hotels enjoy extensive garden areas, and you should
feel free to use them! We would ask though that all dogs be
kept on their leads (and accompanied) whilst traveling through
our public areas…and that naturally, you clean up any of your
dog's mess from our lawns.
Dogs are not allowed in our Restaurants or Lounge/Bar areas
this includes at Breakfast service; we’d prefer that you instead
order Room Service, or perhaps take your morning meal ‘Al
Fresco’ on any of our terraces? (if you are in Cedar Court
Harrogate: your dog IS allowed in our Tipi for lunch & Dinner
and in the area of booths just off to the left of Reception, we’ll
show you!).
Please do not leave your dog unattended whilst you are
staying with us - we find that they don’t like being left alone in a
strange hotel room…and they will let the rest of us know this
whilst you are out!
Naturally if your dog starts ‘vocally letting you know
something’ (i.e., Barking) we’ll ask that you be prompt in your
consideration of our other guests by occupying your dog or
taking them outside until they’ve told you everything that they
have on their minds!
We will always reserve the right to require the immediate
removal of any dog that displays inappropriate behaviour and
in the case of any additional costs that we incur (deep cleaning,
the repair or replacement of damaged facilities etc...) we will
request that you cover these.
A £15.00 per dog, per night, fee will be added to your room bill.
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